CREE UR SERIES
LED UPGRADE KIT

The Simplest Way to Evolve to LED Lighting
Cree® UR Series LED Upgrade Kit

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT AND EXPERIENCE THE EFFICIENCY OF LED TECHNOLOGY

Update Fluorescent Lighting with Long-Lasting, Energy-Efficient LEDs.

Upgrade now to the UR Series to reap the benefits of consistent LED light, lower operating cost and worry-free maintenance for up to 7 years.

Improve the look and return on investment of existing fixtures with Cree LED Lighting technology.

The UR Series LED Upgrade Kit is packaged to convert a typical 2’ or 4’ troffer to LED lighting. The kit delivers 80 CRI light while achieving up to 102 lumens per watt. This innovative kit is designed to easily retrofit existing linear fluorescent fixtures to energy-saving LED. The UR Series is available in neutral or cool color temperatures and includes step dimming capabilities. Its cost-effective lightweight design and efficacy make the UR Series a fit for almost all applications where payback, price and quality are critical.
## PERFORMANCE SUMMARY & KIT CONTENTS

**Efficacy:** Up to 102 LPW at source level

**Delivered System Light Output:** 3600 lumens / 4500 lumens

**Input Power:** 36 watts / 44 watts

**CRI:** >80

**CCT:** 3500K, 4000K

**Input Voltage:** 120-277 VAC

**Limited Warranty:** 7 years

**Lifetime:** Designed to last 50,000 hours

### UR2-24™ / UR3-24™*
- [2 or 3] 2’ Lightbars
- [1] LED Driver
- [1] Installation Instructions
- [1] UL1598C Certification Label

### UR2-48™ / UR3-48™*
- [2 or 3] 4’ Lightbars
- [1] LED Driver
- [1] Installation Instructions
- [1] UL1598C Certification Label

* Refer to the [Cree UR Series LED Upgrade Kit Ordering Guide](#) for specific ordering instructions.
Simple Installation

The kit is equipped with simple magnetic clips to enable the installer to properly locate and secure the lightbars with self tapping screws to meet UL compliance. Additionally, quick-connects are utilized for the power connection to provide fast, error-proof connectivity.

Cree Proven Technology

The UR Series delivers up to 102 LPW of appealing LED light to produce a look equivalent to that of fluorescent lamps but at nearly 25% saving.*

*When compared to a (2) Lamp F32T8 System at 59 Watts.
MAXIMIZE ROI WITH A SIMPLE RETROFIT

Code-Compliant
The UR Series is designed to meet typical IES footcandle requirements for office and commercial space.

Universal Fit
Upgrade a wide array of existing 2’ and 4’ fixtures from leading manufacturers. Even more impressive, the sleek design of the LED driver and lightbars enables placement in unique troffer designs such as parabolic, volumetric and surface-mount wraps.

lighting.cree.com/ur-series to learn more about this product and watch the installation video.
Visit lighting.cree.com or contact a Cree lighting representative to learn more.
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